
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  
AUSTRALIAN BLUES/ROCK GUITARIST, HAMISH ANDERSON,  

NAMED TOP 10 OF THE “14 BEST NEW GUITARISTS IN THE WORLD TODAY “  
BY TOTAL GUITAR MAGAZINE/MUSIC RADAR 

-------------- 
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December 10, 2018 — Australia-born, blues-rock artist Hamish Anderson was named in the Top 10 of Total 
Guitar/Music Radar’s  “14 best new guitarists in the world today.”  A strong finish to an already eventful 2018, this 
honor follows up the release of rave-reviewed singles and tour dates with The Main Squeeze and Doyle Bramhall II. 
 
Total Guitar recapped Hamish’s 2018 highlights:  

“Already praised by BB King and Gary Clark Jr, the Aussie blues-rocker spent this year touring his rear end off, 
including a support slot with Doyle Bramhall II. Energetic new single Breaking Down points towards very good 
things indeed from his upcoming second album, due out next year.” 

Anderson recently released his “energetic” new track, "Breaking Down" with a premiere on All Things Go, who 
declared, “ From soulful strums of a thick bass to near-rockabilly breakdowns, the young artist clearly knows the path 
from nostalgia to the future.”  “Breaking Down” dials up straight ahead, high energy rock and roll reminiscent of early 
Kings of Leon -with the swagger of 60s bands like The Kinks and The Who. Produced by 7x Grammy winner Jim Scott 
(whose credits include Red Hot Chili Peppers and Tom Petty), this new single is an unabashed rocker from start to 
finish, with a driving bass line and a breakneck drum beat backing up his rhythmic guitar styling 
 
The second single from Anderson’s upcoming album due out in 2019, "Breaking Down" follows up the single/video “No 
Good.” The video premiered on Billboard, who deems Anderson  a “singer, songwriter and guitar hero.”   The track, 
which debuted on Relix Magazine, was selected for Spotify’s Official ‘Nu Blues’  playlist when it launched. 
 
Anderson's newest tracks pick up where his debut album, Trouble (2016) left off - featuring heavier rock sounds & 
produced by 7x Grammy winner Jim Scott (Tom Petty, Tedeschi Trucks) with drummer Johnny Radelat (Gary Clark Jr), 
bassist Chris Bruce (Meshell Ndegeocello) and organist Jerry Borge (Jonathan Wilson). 
 
Already praised by NPR, Billboard, American Songwriter, KCRW, Relix Magazine, among other tastemakers, Glide 
Magazine raves about Hamish, “The young guitarist is a true talent ...we can expect big things from him in the coming 
years.” 
 
Receiving heavy rotation on numerous radio stations globally (including KCRW, WBJB, KCSN and  WEXT), Anderson has 
appeared at acclaimed music festivals in US, Canada and Europe- including Firefly, Mountain Jam, Summerfest, High 
Sierra, Telluride Blues Fest, Ottawa Blues Fest, SXSW, Echo Park Rising, Grolsch Festival, Moulin Blues and BottleRock 
Napa. 
 



 

 

Hamish wrapped 2017 by being featured as a Taco Bell “Feed the Beat” artist and after a month on KCRW’s Morning 
Becomes Eclectic, his single, a ballad called “U", was profiled on NPR Music’s Heavy Rotation along with his entire 
album, Trouble. “U” reached the Top 5 Tracks of the Week and was also debuted on ‘Best of Week’ playlist on Apple 
Music in Australia & Japan. His debut album, ‘Trouble’ was released to stellar reviews, with Anderson being named a 
Top 10 Best New Artists in 2016 by Yahoo! Music. Its first single, the title track ‘Trouble,’ is still on Spotify's Blues & 
Roots Rock Official playlist two years after its release. Likewise, Songpickr, a premiere Spotify playlist curator, 
included the album ‘Trouble’ as one of the Top 50 Albums of 2016. Anne Litt acknowledged on NPR the fact the album 
has been out for over a year (admitting “yes, I slept on it”), but also labeled ‘Trouble’ as “an album for the ages.” 
 
Hamish Anderson openly counts as his influences guitar players and songwriters from Robert Johnson and BB King 
(Anderson was the last artist to open for King before he passed) to Bob Dylan and Tom Petty. Anderson has also shared 
the stage with Drive By Truckers, The Rides (featuring Stephen Stills, Kenny Wayne Shepherd and Barry Goldberg), 
Robert Cray, Los Lobos, Low Cut Connie and Vintage Trouble.  
 

Listen to Hamish Anderson Online: 
iTunes   Spotify  Soundcloud 

 
NOTABLE PRESS MENTIONS: 

 
"NO GOOD” PRESS: 

“No Good—a pounding rocker that recalls Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers at their most defiant and boasts some 
lightning-strike guitar work from Anderson” - Relix (http://bit.ly/2uMf5uk) 

 
“Anderson’s new single, “No Good,” is a riffy romp” - Buzzbands LA 

(http://bit.ly/2K3jrCW) 
 

“ Hamish’s voice cuts through the jam, simultaneously gritty and smooth, emanating cool confidence.  There’s a classic 
vibe to the whole song that Hamish owns with enticing guitar leads and relatable lyricism.” - We Found New Music 

(http://bit.ly/2mWgzyH) 
 

TROUBLE ALBUM PRESS:  
“One of those albums that feels so organic it should be sold at Whole Foods". - Buzzbands LA (http://bit.ly/2K3jrCW) 

  
"6 fresh guitar artists you need to hear in June 2018." - Music Radar 

 
"Lyrical and soulful in a way that few manage... Trust us: sounding this relaxed in the digital age takes a lot of work." -

 Total Guitar Magazine 
  

"Timeless & classic" 
-Jason Kramer KCRW Nov 2017  

 
“it's an album for the ages” - NPR “Heavy Rotation” via KCRW’s Anne Litt, Oct 2017 

  
“U highlights Hamish’s buttery blues vocal that melts with subdued guitar rhythms like havarti on pretty much 

anything" - Culture Collide 
  

Hamish Anderson makes Top 10 “Best New Artists in 2016”  
“Gorgeous tunes and tight guitar lines surround a voice of husky distinction.” 

- Yahoo Music 
 

“Trouble puts Anderson in a category with predecessors like Clapton and Richards, guys who slip comfortably between 
rock and blues songs.” - Rock Cellar Magazine 

  
“Australian Hamish Anderson is being hailed in many corners as ‘the next big thing’ in blues-rock…The opening title 
track (“Trouble”) rocks like the Stones… slow blues with string-bending, economical guitar solos…With an interesting 

blend of blues, pop and rock he seems more focused on songs than guitar slinging. Watch out for him.” 
- Elmore Magazine 

 



 

 

 
Follow Hamish Anderson Online: 

http://www.hamishandersonmusic.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/hamishandersonmusic/ 

http://instagram.com/hamishanderson1 
https://twitter.com/hamishkanderson 

 
 


